NWS Huntsville: Cooler Weather Over the Weekend!

Current Operation Level

- **Minimal Impacts**
  **Impact Potential:** Typically no or minimal inconvenience to daily routines.
  **Safety:** May pose a direct threat to life and property.

- **Minor Impacts**
  **Impact Potential:** Typically results in some inconvenience to daily life or minor disruptions to daily life.
  **Safety:** Often threatening to life and property, some damage unavoidable. Life saving actions likely necessary.

- **Major Impacts**
  **Impact Potential:** Typically results in major disruption to daily life.
  **Safety:** Property damage likely and life saving actions necessary.

- **Significant Impact**
  **Impact Potential:** Typically results in significant disruption to daily life or long-lived disruption to daily life.
 Cooler temperatures are expected over the weekend, with highs in the mid to upper 80s and lows in the low to mid 60s.
 A warming trend will begin on Monday, with highs reaching the mid 90s by mid-week.
  With increasing moisture, heat indices could reach 100 degrees or greater during the later half of the work week.
  ***Current trends favor the hottest conditions now to our west, but this will depend on how far east the upper ridge axis sets up next week***
 Chances for rain and storms increase to 20-30% Wednesday-Thursday.